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ABSTRACT

Analyses were performed to determine the impact of weld residual stresses in a reactor

pressure vessel (RPV) on (a) the generation of pressure-temperature (P-T) curves required

for maintaining specified fracture-prevention margins during nuclear plant startup and

shutdown, and (b) the conditional probability of vessel failure due to pressurized-thermal-

shock (PTS) loading. The through-wall residual stress distribution in an axially-oriented

weld was derived using measurements taken from a shell segment of a canceled RPV and

finite element thermal-stress analyses. The P-T curve derived from the best-estimate load

analysis and a t / 8 deep flaw, based on KIc, was less limiting than the one derived from the

current methodology prescribed in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The

inclusion of the weld residual stresses increased the conditional probability of cleavage

fracture due to PTS loading by a factor ranging from 2 to 4.

INTRODUCTION

Two loading cases are of primary interest in assessing the integrity of an RPV pressure

boundary. These are (a) pressure-temperature (P-T) loading produced by the reactor heat-

up and cool-down transients, and (b) pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) transient loading.

For both of these loading cases, effects of RPV weld residual stresses have the potential to

influence safety assessments of RPVs. This paper describes work performed within the

Heavy-Section Steel Technology (HSST) Program to determine the impact of weld residual

stresses on (a) the generation of P-T curves required for maintaining specified fracture-

prevention margins during nuclear plant shutdown, and (b) the conditional probability of

vessel failure due to PTS loading. The study utilized a through-wall residual stress
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-distribution in an axially-oriented weld that was derived from measurements performed on

a shell segment of a cancelled RPV and from finite element analysis.

RESIDUAL STRESS DISTRIBUTION FOR AXIALLY-ORIENTED WELD

Measurements were made to record the width of a machined slot (flaw) cut into the clad

surface of a beam extracted from an RPV shell segment that was obtained from a canceled

pressurized-water-reactor plant. The measured slot opening in the clad beam was the result

of relaxing the residual stresses from (1) the clad-base material differential thermal

expansion, and (2) the residual stresses generated by the structural welding process which

were not completely relaxed by post-weld heat treatment. Finite element analyses were

performed on the flawed beam to determine the weld residual stresses from the slot-width

data. This through-wall weld residual stress distribution was implemented into the FAVOR

fracture analysis computer program [1]. The resulting Kj versus maximum crack depth

relation at two points on the flaw-front of an axially-oriented inner surface flaw with an

aspect ratio of 6:1 is illustrated in Fig. 1. A detailed description of the steps to determine

the weld residual stress distribution is given herein in Appendix I.

IMPACT OF WELD RESIDUAL STRESS ON P-T CURVE GENERATION

Surveillance program data are used to periodically adjust the upper bound to the reactor P-T

operating envelope, which is controlled partly by the fracture-toughness of the RPV

material. Using procedures described in Appendix G, Section XI, of the ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code [2], adjustment is required to maintain margins against fracture of

two on pressure loading and one on simultaneously applied thermal loading. Fracture

prevention margins are calculated assuming an inner surface flaw having a depth

corresponding to one quarter of the wall thickness, (t/4), and a surface-length of 1-1/2 t.

The fracture margin assessment analysis must be performed using lower-bound dynamic

fracture-toughness properties (Kffi). This requirement reflects a concern that fracture could

originate from local brittle zones in the vessel and propagate in a dynamic manner to the t/4

depth.

Recently, studies were initiated within the HSST Program to estimate the fracture

prevention margins inherent in the current Section XI, Appendix G, procedures for

performing P-T curve analyses. A quantification of these margins can provide a means of

assessing the impact and acceptability of future proposed modifications to Appendix G. As

part of this effort, deterministic fracture mechanics analyses were performed to examine the

impact that weld residual stress would have on the derivation of P-T curves. The focus of



these analyses was on maintaining specified fracture-prevention margins during plant

shutdown, i.e., cooldown of the reactor cooling system from operating temperature to

ambient temperature.

These analyses were performed using a cooldown transient specification given as follows:

maximum allowable cooldown rate RCS temperature*

100°F in any one hour period > 270°F

20°F in any one hour period 270°F to 184°F

10°F in any one hour period < 184°F

* reactor coolant system temperature

A cooldown transient that complies with the above specification is illustrated in Fig. 2. The

cooldown rate is 100°F/hr at a coolant temperature of 550°F and decreases at a constant rate

to 20°F/hr at a coolant temperature of 270°F. The rate then decreases at a constant rate from

20°F/hr to 10°F/hr at 184°F, and is equal to 10°F/hr for the remainder of the transient, i.e.,

until the reactor coolant temperature reaches the assumed ambient temperature of 70°F.

This cooldown transient is specified for the time in the operating life of the RPV when the

limiting beltline nil ductility transition temperature, designated as RTf^, is equal to the PTS

screening criterion [3] for axially oriented welds, i.e., R T ^ ^ = 270°F, where R T ^ ^ is the

value of RTNDT at the inner surface of the vessel, calculated by the methodology specified in

Ref. 4.

All deterministic fracture analysis results reported in this paper were generated with the

FAVOR computer code [1]. The FAVOR code uses the finite element method to perform

thermal and stress analyses and utilizes stress intensity factor influence coefficients and

superposition to calculate Kx values. FAVOR has been validated to generate solutions that

are within approximately 1-2% of those obtained by direct ABAQUS [5] 3-D finite element

solutions [6]. ABAQUS is a nuclear quality assurance certified (NQA-1) general purpose

multidimensional finite element code that has fracture mechanics capabilities.



The clad and base thermal-elastic material properties and vessel geometry used in the

deterministic solutions presented in this paper are specified in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

The coefficient of convective heat transfer was assigned a constant value of 1000 BTU/hr-

ft2-°F. The embrittlement-related parameters are given as follows: neutron fluence at inner

surface of RPV = 2.61 x 1019 n/cm2, copper = 0.21 weight percent, nickel = 0.88 weight

percent, initial (unirradiated) RTNDT = -50°F, and margin = 56°F.

Table 1: Thermal-Elastic Properties Used in P-T curve Analysis

Clad

thermal conductivity (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 10.0

specific heat (BTU/lb-°F)

density (lbs/ft3)

modulus of elasticity (ksi)

coefficient of

thermal expansion (/°F)

Poisson's ratio

0.12

489.0

22300

9.45X10 6

0.3

Base

24.0

0.12

489.0

28000

7.7X106

0.3

Table 2: RPV Geometry Used in P-T curve Analysis

Internal radius

wall thickness*

clad thickness

= 86.96 inches

= 8.63 inches

= 0.218 inches

* inclusive of clad region

The current methodology defined in ASME Section XI, Appendix G [2], for the generation

of P-T curves prescribes calculation of the allowable pressure-induced stress intensity

factor as follows:



KIP = (KIR-KIt)/SF (1)

where:

• Kjp = allowable pressure induced stress intensity factor

• Kffi = value of crack arrest fracture toughness calculated according to the ASME Kfe

curve

• KIt = ( K ^ . ^ a ^ gradient; the applied stress intensity factor due to through-wall

thermal gradient at the deepest point of a t/4 deep axial semielliptical inner surface flaw

with an aspect ratio of 6:1 where t is the thickness of the RPV wall.

• SF = safety factor

The allowable pressure can then be calculated as follows:

P ^ ^ K ^ a l l o w / C (2)

where C is the magnitude of K^ generated by 1 ksi internal pressure.

In the ASME computational methodology, the safety factor in Eq. 1 is set to SF = 2.

Apparently, the intent of the safety factor of 2 is to account for loads, such as those due to

cladding and residual stresses, that are not included in Eq. 1 [7, 8]. Also, it is the authors'

understanding that the KIR curve is used instead of the Klc curve to account for the

possibility of localized brittle zones [8].

An objective of this paper is to perform a best-estimate analysis that includes loads due to

cladding and the HSST-derived residual stresses to determine if the factor SF = 2 used in

the ASME code is adequate to account for these loads. Reference 9 states that a flaw of

depth equal to or less than 1 / 8 of the wall thickness is more likely than a flaw equal to 1 /

4 of the wall thickness. Based on the assertion of Ref. 9, the best-estimate model used in

this analysis assumes a reference flaw depth of t/8 instead of the ASME t/4 flaw depth.

This paper does not address the issue of whether other aspect ratios could be more limiting

than the 6 to 1 flaw assumed in the ASME code methodology.

Figure 3 illustrates the K, time histories at the deepest point of the t/4 deep axially oriented

flaw for the cooldown transient illustrated in Fig. 2. (Kj)sum is the superposition of the Kj



due to: (1) the through-wall thermal gradient, (2) the clad differential thermal expansion,

and the (3) weld residual stress as derived in the Appendix I. The ASME code

methodology uses only the Kt due to the through-wall thermal gradient in Eq. 1. The latter

K, is calculated assuming the clad thermal-elastic material properties are equal to the base

properties specified in Table 1. To include the load due to the cladding, the thermally-

induced Kt is calculated using the distinct thermal-elastic properties for clad and base

material specified in Table 1 and assuming a stress free temperature of 632°F.

Determination of the latter stress-free temperature is described in Appendix II.

FAVOR calculates KT at 10 degree increments around the crack front with 0 degrees

corresponding to the wetted inner surface of the RPV and 90 degrees corresponding to the

deepest point of the flaw. For the vessel dimensions specified in Table 2 and a t / 8 deep

flaw, the actual clad-base interface is at an angular crack front location of 11.7 degrees.

Therefore, for the t / 8 deep flaw, the 20 degree angular crack front location is the most

shallow location that resides in the base metal for which values of Kj are available. Figure 4

illustrates the Kjtime histories that exist at the 20 degree crack front angular location of an

axially oriented t/8 deep flaw for the cooldown illustrated in Figure 2. The Kj due to the

residual stress and the clad-base interaction are considerably higher at this crack front

location than at the deepest point. The irradiation damage is also higher at this location. In

the absence of pressure, the 20 degree crack front location is more limiting than the deepest

point (90 degree crack location) used in the ASME code methodology.

Figure 5 illustrates the KIt time history at the deepest point of a t / 4 flaw used in the ASME

code calculation and the (Kr) m at the 20 degree crack front location of a t / 8 deep flaw.

Figure 5 also illustrates the Km time history at the deepest point of a t / 4 deep flaw (used in

the ASME calculation) and the Klc time history at the 20 degree crack front location of a t / 8

deep flaw.

As mentioned earlier, it is the authors' understanding that the Kffi curve is currently used in

Eq. 1 instead of the Klc curve to account for the possibility of pop-ins and localized brittle

zones. McCabe et al. [10] have evaluated the KIc scatter band and lower-bound toughness

for pressure vessel material both with and without pop-ins. Results of this evaluation

show that in general the pop-in results lay within the Klc scatter band for specimens that

failed without pop-ins [10, 11]. As noted by Pennell et al. [12], the inclusion of pop-in

data only marginally lowers the lower bound of the KIc data and a case can be made for the



use of a fracture toughness curve higher than the Kffi curve, but not quite as high as the KIc

curve.

Pressure-temperature curves were derived for the cooldown transient illustrated in Fig. 2

using the (1) ASME methodology and (2) best estimate model. The best-estimate

deterministic model includes:

• the weld residual and clad differential thermal expansion stresses;

• the (K I) s u m at 20 degrees (from Figs. 4 and 5);

• a safety factor of SF = 1 in Eq. 1;

• the KT. calculated at 20 degrees (from Fig. 5);
XL-

• a t / 8 deep flaw.

These analyses were performed at the time in the operating life of the vessel when the

limiting beltline RTj^-p is equal to 270 F.

The P-T curves derived from these two computational methodologies are illustrated in Fig.

6. Figure 6 illustrates the P-T curve for both the 10 and 20 degree crack front locations.

As mentioned earlier, for the vessel geometry in Table 2 and a t / 8 deep flaw, the actual

clad-base interface is at an angular crack front location of 11.7 degrees. The 10 degree

crack front location resides entirely in the clad region. The allowable pressure curve

corresponding to the clad-base interface therefore is between the curves corresponding to

these two crack front locations. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the allowable pressure derived

by the best-estimate model is less limiting than that derived by the ASME methodology for

all reactor coolant temperatures.

The value of C in Eq. 2 was calculated by FAVOR to be 11.6 and 12.9 at the 10 and 20

degree crack front locations respectively for the t / 8 flaw. The value of C in Eq. 2 was

calculated to be 27.7 at the 90 degree location for the t / 4 flaw. These values were

calculated by modelling the clad and base materials with their distinct values for modulus of



elasticty and calculating the pressure-induced stress intensity factor (Km) due to an RPV

internal pressure of 1.0 ksi.

IMPACT OF WELD RESIDUAL STRESS ON PTS ANALYSES

Previous studies [13, 14] have investigated the impact of the inclusion of weld residual

stress on the conditional probability of vessel failure due to PTS transient loading

conditions imposed on an embrittled nuclear RPV. The conclusion of these studies was

that the probability of vessel failure increased by approximately a factor of 2 for axially

oriented flaws and less than a factor of 2 for circumferentially oriented flaws.

In this study, probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analyses were performed, using the

FAVOR code, of the H. B. Robinson Unit 2 vessel, including the entire RPV beltline

region, over the operating life of the vessel leading up to and exceeding the current end-of-

license period. The vessel was subjected to loadings by transients designated as 9.22 and

7.11 in the Integrated Pressurized Thermal Shock Study [15]. PFM analyses were

performed with and without the weld residual stress. It should be noted that in these PFM

analyses the circumferential welds were assumed to have the same the same residual stress

distribution as the axial welds.

Figure 7 illustrates the results of the PFM analyses. The inclusion of the weld residual

stress increased the conditional probability of cleavage fracture by approximately a factor of

2 and 4 for transients 9.22 and 7.11, respectively. For these transients, the sensitivity of

the conditional probability of crack initiation is inverse to the inclusion of the residual

stress, i.e., the smaller the probability of cleavage fracture, the greater the impact of the

residual stress. The impact of the residual stress on the PFM analysis results appears to be

invariant with respect to the time in the operating life of the vessel.

SUMMARY

A best-estimate deterministic fracture analysis model was used to derive the P-T curve for a

cooldown specification corresponding to the time in the operating life of the vessel when

the limiting beltline RTj^ jg is equal to 270°F. The best estimate model included the weld

residual stress and the stress due to the clad-base differential thermal expansion, a t/8 flaw

depth, a safety factor of SF = 1 in Eq. 1, and was based on Kjc . The through-wall residual

stress distribution in an axially-oriented weld was derived from measurements taken from a

shell segment of a canceled PWR RPV and finite element stress analyses. The P-T curve



derived from the best-estimate model was less limiting than the one derived from the

current ASME methodology.

The inclusion of the weld residual stress increased the conditional probability of cleavage

fracture due to PTS loading by a factor ranging from 2 to 4. The impact of the residual

stress on the PFM analysis results appears to be invariant with respect to the time in the

operating life of the vessel.

The HSST program is planning to also derive the through-wall residual stress distribution

in a circumferentially oriented weld in a nuclear RPV.



APPENDIX I: Derivation of Residual Stress Distribution for Axially-
Oriented Weld

To evaluate the effect of residual stresses on RPV structural integrity, it is necessary to

know both the residual stress distribution through the vessel wall and how the magnitude

of this distribution varies with changes in vessel wall temperature. A simplified model for

residual stresses may be developed by determining the through-wall distribution of residual

stresses at a given temperature, and the vessel wall temperature at which the residual

stresses are essentially non-existent. With these two states defined, the residual stresses

may then be calculated for other temperatures over the range of interest. Structural welds

provide the areas of greatest concern for RPV structural evaluation since the potential for

fabrication defects and fabrication-induced residual stresses tend to be greater than in the

plate regions of the vessel wall. The assessment of an RPV structural weld is performed

here.

The residual stresses in an RPV structural weld stem from (a) the clad-shell differential

thermal expansion (DTE) and (b) the residual stresses generated by the structural welding

process that are not completely relaxed by the post-weld heat treatment. Calculation of the

residual stress distribution may be performed by cutting a radial slot in the RPV shell wall

and measuring the deformation of the slot width after cutting. The measured slot width is

assumed to be the superposition of the deformation due to the clad and base DTE and the

weld residual stress. To evaluate the residual stresses in an RPV structural weld, a

combined experimental and analytical process was used, i.e., deformation measurements

and finite element modeling were employed. Since it is not feasible to cut a slot in an actual

RPV wall, a blank cut from the shell of a canceled plant was used. While this procedure

loses some of the global residual stresses, the local stresses are retained.

A blank measuring 54-in. long (circumferential direction), 9-in. wide (longitudinal

direction), and 9-in. thick (radial direction) from an RPV shell was used as a test article.

The blank was cut so as to have a segment of a longitudinal seam weld from the original

RPV at the mid-length of the blank. Using the wire-EDM process, a slot was cut along the

weld centerline in a radial direction from the inside (clad) surface of the blank. The final

slot depth was 4.5-in. A schematic of blank and cut is shown in Fig. A.I. After

machining, the width of the slot was measured at locations along each radial face of the

blank with the results shown in Fig. A.2. These deformations were then used in the finite

element modeling discussed below.
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The method used to simulate the effects of the welding process was to perform a thermal

stress analysis to simulate the cooling of the clad beam. The opening displacement of the

notch resulting from this analysis is due to the differential thermal expansion of the clad and

base material properties. The clad-beam specimen was cooled uniformly from an assumed

stress-free temperature of 632°F to room temperature at 72°F. (Determination of the RPV

stress-free temperature is described in Appendix II). The difference between the slot

displacement from the cooldown and the total measured slot width is then the displacement

due to the residual stress. Figure A.3 illustrates the results of this analysis. In Fig. A.3,

(C) is the slot width due to the weld residual stress.

The next step was to determine the through-wall stress distribution in the clad beam due to

the residual stresses. An ABAQUS finite element stress analysis was performed to impose

the displacements from the residual stress on the crack plane. The resulting stress

distribution, illustrated in Fig. A.4, is the through-wall residual stress distribution. It

should be noted that the illustrated stresses were those slightly above the crack plane in the

clad-beam finite element model. The stresses on the crack plane exhibited singularities

associated with the crack tip. The final step was to implement this thru-wall stress

distribution into the FAVOR code to determine the stress intensity factor [KJ versus

maximum crack depth relation for a 6 to 1 flaw associated with the residual stress, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.

11



APPENDIX II: Derivation of Stress-Free Temperature for RPV

A block measuring 10-in square and full-thickness was cut from the RPV shell for an

evaluation of the stress-free temperature. Two smaller full-thickness blocks were then

saw-cut from this block with orientation as shown in the Fig. A.5. Each of these smaller

blocks was machined to a parallelepiped 4-in. x 1-in. x 9 1/4-in. thick (shell thickness).

One block was taken with the length (4 in. dimension) in the circumferential direction of the

shell (parallel to the weld deposition direction) and the other in the axial direction

(transverse to the weld deposition direction).

As part of the machining process, fiducial marks were applied at points on the original and

cut surfaces of the clad layer. Precision dimensional inspections were performed at this

point to measure the x, y, and z coordinates of each of these fiducial marks. The base

material was then machined away leaving only the clad layer. This was done by first

sawing through the parallelpiped approximately 10 mm below the clad free surface, and

then mechanical machining the remaining base material away using cuts not exceeding

0.005-in. in depth until the clad/base metal fusion zone was revealed. Visual inspection

was used to judge when equal amounts of base and clad materials were exposed on the

machined surface. The clad layer parts were re-inspected to measure the distorted shape as

compared to the original shape. These dimensional results were used to calculate the net

released strain in the long (4 in.) dimension of the block. The released strain was used in a

two-dimensional (2-D) equi-biaxial stress-strain relation to provide an estimate of residual

stress.

The stress-free temperature was estimated from the residual stresses using the FAVOR

code. FAVOR solves the problem(s) of an axisymmetric clad RPV subjected to pressure

and thermal loading. With the thermal-elastic material properties selected for the vessel (see

Table 1) and a stress-free condition at room temperature, the vessel model was heated

uniformly until the calculated stress in the clad layer equaled in magnitude (opposite in

sign) the residual stress estimated at room temperature.

The steps as applied to the circumferential strip are used as an example in the following

discussion. Three sets of dimensional measurements were recorded, and the relaxation

strains were calculated for each set of data:

(1) e, = -0.00086 in/in

12



(2) e2 = -0.00049 in/in

(3) e3 = -0.00074 in/in

Note that the subscripts 1-3 are measurement sets, not three-dimensional strain

components. For the residual strain measurements, the remaining strip of cladding is not an

entirely homogeneous material. From tensile characterization tests on this clad material it

was found that the modulus of the overlying clad material was 22.35 x 106 psi at -30°F.

On the clad strip, there remained a layer of material, formed by dilution between cladding

and the underlying base material, that gave a modulus value of 30.44 x 106 psi at -30°F.

This variation was all within 0.25 in. of the free surface. A simple method of translating

the above strains into a membrane value of residual stress is to convert the clad layer into a

single, composite material with uniform properties. This composite material must have the

same stiffness as the original clad layer. The modulus of the composite material, E3, is

found by equating the stiffness of a two-bar assembly with two materials having different

elastic modulii and cross-sectional areas to that of a single material with same total area.

Thus,

E3 = [(A2E2)/(A1E1) +l]x(A1/A3)xE1,

Material 1

Material 2

Material 3

and

E3

(all clad layer):

(dilution zone):

(composite):

= 24.11 xlO6 psi.

Area
0.180 in2

0.050 in2

0.230 in2

22.35

30.44

Modulus
x 106

xlO6

psi

psi

E3

The modulus, E3, is for this composite clad material at -30°F while the residual stress

measurements were performed at room temperature. To calculate the elastic modulus at

room temperature, a third-order polynomial in temperature was fitted to the ASME data for

18 Cr - 8 Ni steel [16] The results was,

E = ao + a^T + a2xT2 + a3xT3,

where T = temperature in °F,

ao = 28.639

13



a, = -0.005257

a2 = -4.6257xl0'7

a3 = -3.5109x10-"

At room temperature (74°F), the modulus of the composite layer was calculated to be,

E = 23.96 x 106 psi.

Converting the measured strains to equivalent stress using the 2-D stress-strain relationship

yielded

(1) s, = 29.4 ksi

(2) s2 = 16.8 ksi

(3) s3 = 25.3 ksi.

The largest value of 29.4 ksi compares favorably with analytical estimates of residual

stresses reported by Ganta, et al [17], of 32 ksi and 27 ksi in the axial and hoop directions,

respectively, following a hydrostatic pressure load-unload test cycle. The residual stress

estimate of 29.4 ksi was used herein to calculate a stress-free temperature of 632°F from

application of the FAVOR code to the RPV model.

14
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Figure 1. K, versus maximum crack depth relations for axial flaw with
aspect ratio of 6:1.
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Figure 2. Cooldown transient for P-T curve example problem.
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Figure 3. Time history of K, at deepest point of t/4 deep axial flaw with

aspect ratio of 6:1
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Figure 4. Time history of K, at 20 degree angular crack-front
location of axially oriented t/8 deep flaw with aspect ratio of 6:1
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Figure 5. (Kt), (KIR), and (Kic) time histories
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Figure 6. Pressure-temperature curves derived per
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Figure 7. Results of PFM analyses.
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Clad Layer

EDM Cut Line

Weld

Figure A.I. Schematic of part used to measure residual stress distribution

in RPV weld.
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Figure A.2. Measured deformation of slot faces in RPV longitudinal weld
after 50 percent through-wall cut.
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(A) Measured slot width

C = A - B

(B) Slot deformation due to calculated clad/base
material differential thermal expansion

1 2 3 4

Distance From RPV Inner Surface (in.)

Figure A.3. Measured slot width is assumed to be the superposition of the
deformation due to dte and the residual stress.
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Figure A.4. Through-wall residual stress distribution for axially-oriented
weld.
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Blanks machined from segment
of full-thickness shell

Inspection targets applied
and coordinate points of
each target measured

Base material removed down
to clad/base interface and final

coordinate points of each
target measured

Inspection
targets

25 row

^membrane = (Ax/Lx)E
where,
Ax = average dimensional change in x-direction
Lx = length of coupon
E = Young's Modulus

Figure A.5. Sequence of operations to measure deformation of clad layer
for determination of clad residual stresses.
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